
1. 

Introduction

Inland Waterway Transport (IWT) is an important mode of transportation. In most situations it
has the advantage of the least cost, least energy consumption and land saving, as compared to
other modes of transportation. The order of the ratios between water, railway and road
transportation is within the ranges of 1:2:5 in cost and 1:1.5:4 in energy consumption

respectively.

Although IWT is not as fast as railway or highway, it continues to be competitive for
transportation of bulk products in fully developed countries such as the United States and
European countries. In some developing countries today land routes are virtually nonexistent in
some areas, and the simple roads or trails that do exist are inadequate for commercial
transportation, especially in the rainy season. In such areas inland waterways are extremely
important as transportation routes for people and supplies.

The total length of waterways in Asia is about 167,000 kIn or one third of the world's total. IWT
obviously is an important resource for Asian countries. The improvement and development of
IWT will surely assist the development and improvement of efficiency of waterborne commerce,
and promote the expansion of existing production and development of new industrial and
agricultural production. In short, improved commercial IWT can support the ..economic
development of a region and, therefore, of the nation. "";

TYPES 

OF INLAND WATERWAYS

Inland navigation channels for commercial traffic are generally of three types: open river
waterways, canalized waterways, and canals. The choice of the type for any river, or any reach
of a river, is determined by local conditions and finally by cost if more than one type of
development is suitable.

Open River Navigation

There are few rivers where the discharge is adequate throughout the year to provide suitable
channel dimensions for year-round commercial navigation of modem vessels and barges. Other
natural factors which restrict open-river navigation include high velocity currents, decreased
depth in low-water periods, and sediment deposition in the channel. Engineering measures are
needed to improve the navigation conditions. They may involve one or both of the following:

Channel regulation (river training, or rectification and stabilization) work to provide and maintain
adequate channel dimensions for navigation. It involves the use of channel improvement and
stabilization structures to control the river behavior. The main purpose of channel regulation for
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navigation is to increase channel depths, improve alignment and stabilize the channel throughthe 
construction of regulating structures such as spur dikes, longitudinal dikes, revetments andsoon.

Dredging 

to provide navigable depth. While channel regulation works aid in the maintenanceof 
the channel dimensions for navigation, rapid fluctuations in flow may still result in shoaling.Consequently, 

periodic maintenance dredging is required to maintain a navigable depth
throughout the year.

Open river projects usually involve lower cost than canalization at first, but the annual costs willbe 
needed for maintenance of the dredged channel, for replacement of regulation work, and for

operation which includes periodic surveys, inspections and navigation aids.

Open river navigation projects are very popular in China, as they just use, maintain and partiallyimprove 
existing waterways, and the overall costs are usually lower than other types of inlandwaterways.

Canalized 

Waterways

A canalized river is one that has been transfonned from a free-flowing stream to a series of slack
water pools by construction of a number of locks and dams. The layout of a lock and dam is
shown in the last chapter. A lock is a structure designed to pass vessels from one water level
either up or down to another water level. It is an open chamber with gates at both ends--at the
upper pool and at the lower pool. There are water passages in the walls, floor, gate sills, or gatesthemselves 

to allow water to come into the lock chamber from the upper pool to fill the'rock andto 
discharge it to the lower pool to empty the lock.

CaI}alization does not necessarily eliminate the need for regulation works, and some channelmaintenance 
dredging is often required to maintain authorized channel dimensions, particularly

in the upper end of pools. Canalization is an expensive program, and there are also time delays
for traffic passing through the locks that increase operation costs for shippers. However, becauseof 

the pools behind each lock and dam, the waterway width is wide and channel velocities arelow, 
thus conditions are very favorable for navigation.

Over 1000 kIn of rivers and canals have been canalized in China. The reach from Xuzhou to
Yangzhou City of the Grand Canal is canalized by being divided into II!inavigation steps withlocks, 

i.e., Linjiaba, Xietai, Liushan, Zaohe, Suqian, Liulaojian, Siyang, Huaiying, Huaian,
Shaobai and Shiqiao. The channel has a total length of 404 kIn and a water head of 31 m, along
which 8 pump stations are built for diverting water from the Yangtze River to ensure the watersupply. 

Canalization projects in combination with irrigation have also been constructed on smallrivers 
such as the Lianjiang River in Guangdong Province and the Xiaoqing River in ShandongProvince. 

They have not only played a role in navigation, irrigation and drainage but also setgood 
examples for the future development of navigation projects on inland rive!:s in China.

CanalsCanals 

cut through land have been used to bypass rock outcrops and rapids, and to connect two
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or more bodies of water. For example, the Grand Canal connects 5 major rivers in China which
are the Hai River, the Yellow River, the Huai River, the Yangtze River and QiantangjiangRiver.
It runs from Beijing to Hangzhou City with a total length of 1782 kIn. Canal banks often require
stabilization with revetment to reduce erosion due to waves from vessel traffic and wind. Canals
are generally expensive to construct because of heavy costs for land acquisition, the quantity of
excavation required, and problems associated with disposal areas for the excavated material.

As mentioned before, to improve the navigation conditions of open rivers, channel regulation
works and dredging are needed. To develop and maintain canalized waterways, canals and locks,
dredging and channel regulation are needed. So the major engineering measures to maintain,
improve and develop waterways for navigation are channel regulation, dredging and navigation
locks.

Channel regulation works are easy to construct, the material used for regulation structures is easy
to obtain. Through channel regulation (training works or combined with dredging) the navigation
conditions can be largely improved. Since China is a developing country, dredges are usually not
available or not enough in many local waterway agencies to maintain navigation channels,
regulation works are widely used on many rivers. However, the location and alignment of
channel regulation works should be determined very carefully. If the alignment does not comply
with the natural characteristics of the river, the channel will either fill up rapidly or never become
as deep and wide as required. Therefore we will cover channel regulation works in some detail,
and introduce navigation locks briefly.

2. 

Classification and Planning of the navigation channel

2.1 

Demands on the Navigation Channel

There are two types offactors affecting navigation: One is the channel dimensions including the
available depth, the width, the radius of curvature at bends, the cross-sectional area and so on.
The other is the flow conditions including current velocities and flow patterns, which are also
very important for the vessels to navigate safely and easily.

Channel Depth

Obviously the actual depth required by vessels must be larger than the draft of the vessel. A
reason for extra depth is that most vessels have squat which is defined as the tendency of a vessel
to sit lower in the water when in motion. The second reason is that keeping some underkeel
clearance can make for easy steering and avoid risk of grounding caused by extra sinking due to
wind, wave, etc.

Channel Width

The width of a channel in straight reaches should be sufficient for two-way traffic with safe
clearance between passing vessels and between the tows and the edge of the channel. The
channel width must be larger at bends than that of straight reaches since tows assume greater drift
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angles when transversing bends. Clearances must also be greater in bends due to the presence
of cross currents towards outer (concave) bank.

Channel Radius of Curvature at Bends

Bends with a large radius are easier to navigate than sharp curves, therefore, a large radius ispreferred. 
The minimum radius of curvature of a navigation channel is 3 times the length of thetow-barge 
fleet. A tighter radius can be negotiated, but will result in the loss of speed. In any

case, it should never be smaller than 2 times the length of the tow-barge fleet.

Channel Cross Section Area

This is primarily a navigational efficiency consideration. The ratio of the cross-sectional area ofthe 
channel (Ac) to the submerged cross-sectional area of the vessel (Av) is known as the

"Blockage Factor" (Ac/Av). Low values ofAc / Av will cause high resistance to the forward
motion of the vessel, limit the speed, increase vessel squat and increase channel erosion. The
suitable value is not less than 6 for 'two-way cross-section'. Cross-sectional area is usually only
an important consideration for canals.

Current Velocities

High velocity currents make it difficult for upbound vessels to move and for downbound vesselsto 
steer. It is recommended that the maximum longitudinal surface velocity should not be larger

than 3 m/s in natural rivers.

Transverse currents are dangerous since they will produce a side thrust pushing vessels. away
,

from the navigable channel and may lead to an accident. Tows entering or leaving a navigation
lock at low velocity have very limited steering power, and can be drawn out of control 'by
transverse currents caused by spillway release. There have been numerous cases where tows
have broken up. The transverse current velocity should not be larger than 0.3 m/s at the entrances
of lock approaches

Hazardous 

Flow Patterns

Hazardous 

flow patterns such as over-ledge-flow and bend-rushing-flow often cause accidents.
For safe navigation, they should be eliminated. Over-ledge-flow is a kind of transversal current
with a small depth over longitudinal rock ledge near the navigable channel. Vessels sailing ina 

such a channel are likely to be driven away from the channel, resulting in hitting on the rock
ledge. The maximum velocity usually occurs along the outer (concave) bank of bends.
Bend-rushing- flow is a kind of flow pattern where the surface currents rush to and keep flowing
close to the outer bank in sharp bends. Vessels navigating in such a channel are likely to hit the
outer bank.

There are mainly 3 kinds of obstacles restricting navigation: shoals where depths are not enough,
rapids where currents are too strong, and hazards where the flow patterns are dangerous for
vessels to navigate. All of those obstacles are called shoals/rapids. In the navigation channel of
a river, the depths of most reaches are much larger than the dominant depths in a limited number
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of shoals, and the number of rapids and hazards are also limited. That means the length of
shoals/rapids is only a very small part of the total length of the river, but they have set bottlenecks
in the navigation channel. Channel regulation, dredging or even canalization should be taken toeliminate 

the shoals/rapids for iq1proving navigation conditions.

2.2 Classification and Planning of the Navigation Channel

China is a country with a large number of riyers. In order to organize direct IWT on the
mainstream and its tributaries within a river basin and between one river system and others, the
main dimensions of the vessels, waterways, locks and structures cross-over the navigation
channels and the interrelations among them should be well coordinated. Therefore a unified
classification of waterways with standard dimensions throughout the country is certainly needed.
The national IWT network to a certain standard which will link the rivers and lakes with the seaand 

realize the land-water coordinated transport can be achieved step by step through the
improvement of navigation conditions. The advantage of IWT will be fully taken, and theeconomic 

development will be surely promoted.

The 

Waterway Classification in China

The inland waterways in China are classified into seven categories according to "The Navigation
Standards for Inland Rivers." issued by the state, which covers the main dimensions of vessels,
waterways, locks, clearances of bridges, etc.. Some standards are given in Table 1.

It should be noticed that in Table 1 the minimum channel depth of the river is actually a range
with its lower limit equal to the standard water draft of the barge, since the allowances andunderkeel 

clearance must be provided for safe navigation, which means that the vessels shouldnavigate 
with reduced load during the low-water seasons. During the medium-flow and

high-flow seasons, the barges can be loaded up to standard and fully loaded respectively. In this
way the amount of work for maintaining the channel will be greatly reduced.

The waterway classification and general requirements for the channel depth, channel width and
lock dimensions for commercial navigation are governed by a number of factor~, including thetype 

and volume of probable future tonnage, the existing channel conditions such as the present
dimensions of the channel, the hydrological, geological and topographical features of the river,types 

and sizes of vessels and tows in general use on connecting waterways, the engineering
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measures 

taken for channel improvement, and the investment. Based on technical and economiccomparisons 
of various alternatives, a reasonable decision on the class of the navigation channelcan 

be made.

Demonstration of the economic reasonableness of alternatives is a very important step in
waterway classification. Generally, the larger expansion the channel dimensions related to the
higher class waterway, the more work quantities and investment there will be. If larger
expansion channel dimensions are made, larger vessels can be accommodated, and the shipping
cost could be lower than that of smaller ones. Therefore, there certainly is an optimum
alternative with the lowest cost in the comparison of various alternatives, as shown in Figure 1.

.

0
to>

channel size

Fig 

1 Relation between cost and channel size

In most cases, waterway classification of rivers is carried out in combination with the vessel
development and project construction. Therefore, the waterway class of a river in question needsto 

be approved by the government. The class of the channel is decided on the basis of pl~ingand 
feasibility study. The channels of the fourth class or higher, in which vessels of a ,tonnageof 

500 or more can navigate, are examined and approved by the central government; the channelsof 
the fifth class or below, in which vessels of a tonnage of 300 or less can navigate, are

examined and approved by the local government.

The 

Engineering Measures Selected for Navigation Waterways

The waterway engineering for navigation aims at the expansion of the channel dimensions, the
improvement the navigation conditions, the extension of the waterway mileage and the increase
of economic and social benefits. The engineering measures taken for waterways must be
coordinated with the comprehensive development of rivers. The relationship between navigation
and flood control, irrigation, power production, water supply, and environmental protection must
be treated correctly.

From many years' experiences, it seems that different engineering measures for waterwaysshould 
be selected according to the following:

In the mountain area or on the upper part of a river, the bed slopes are steep, the current velocitiesare 
high, the bed materials ranging in size from boulders to cobbles are usually too large to betransported 

by flows, and the stream discharge is usually not adequate. The main obstructions
against navigation are rapids, hazards with shoals. Therefore the river can be canalized, or
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multiple-purpose dams can be constructed if it is possible and necessary. If the low-water flow
is not very small, the rapids/hazards are not dense, and the dimensions of the channel are not
going to expand too much, the river channel can be regulated by training, explosion and dredging.
In the torrent rapids area, winches can be used to pull vessels across the rapids if necessary .

In the plain area or on the middle and lower parts of the river, as bed slopes and grain size
decrease in the downstream direction, stream discharge and sediment load generally increase due
to tributary inflow. Usually there are no rapids or falls, and the main obstructions against
navigation are shoals. For such river reaches, channel regulation and dredging are often used.
In the river network or in the lake region, the main measures are dredging. If the dimensions of
the channel should be expanded largely, the river can also be canalized.

In the estuary, dredging with channel regulation is often adopted.

The 

final decision on the selection of engineering measures for the waterways should be madeaccording 
to natural conditions, the demands of traffic, engineering feasibility and investment.

Examples 

of Channel Development

The 

channel development of the first phase project on the Xijiang River

The reach of the Xijiang River from Nanning to Guangzhou has a length of 847 km, where the
segment from Guigang to Guangzhou, which is 575 km long, is considered as the first phase
project of the Xijiang Channel development. Prior to the construction of the project, the channel
above Guiping is navigable for 100 DWT vessels, the reach from Guiping to Si~ianjiao is
navigable for 250 DWT vessels and the reach from Sixianjiao to Guangzhou is navigable for 500
DWT vessels. By evaluation of the plans of the channels navigable for 500 DWT, 10()0 DWT
and 2000 DWT vessels, it-is recommended that the third class channel navigable for 1000 DWT
vessels be developed. The standard dimensions of the channel: the depth 2.3 to 2.5 m, the
bottom width 60 to 80 m, the smallest radius of curvature at bends 500 m and the duration rate
of navigable stage 95 to 98 per cent.

The 

effective dimensions of locks: 190 m in length, 23 m in width and 3.5 m in depth on sill.

The net space of bridges across rivers: the smallest net width: 60 m, and the smallest height:
10m.

The 

planned standard vessels: a towboat with 2 x 1000 DWT barges.

Engineering 

Measures for Channel:

The channel from Guigang to Guiping, 106 kIn long, has been canalized by means of a
lock and dam, which is called the Guiping Navigation Project and located at Guiping;
The channel from Guiping to Guangzhou, 469 kIn long, is regulated'and dredged fornavigation; 

The construction mentioned above was initiated in 1985 and has beencompleted 
now.
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The 

Channel in the Hanjiang River

The Hanjiang River is a branch of the Yangtze River, with a total length of 1567 km. It is 532
km long from Xiangfan to Wuhan. Under natural conditions it is navigable for 200 to 300 DWT
vessels. On the basis of alternative selection according to the different dimensions of standard
channels, it is suggested that the fourth class channel for 500 DWT vessels be developed with
the following specifications.

The 

standard channel dimensions: the depth 1.6 m, the bottom width 80 m, the smallest turningradius 
340 m and the duration rate of navigable stage 95 per cent.

The 

planned standard vessels: a towboat with 4 x 500 DWT barges.

Engineering 

Measures for Channel:

Regulation and dredging for the channel from Xiangfan to Lihekou, 130 km in length;Dredging 
for the channel from Lihekou to Wuhan, 402 km in length; The measuresmentioned 
above were taken in 1990 and have been completed now.

3. 

Channel Regulation for Navigation

3.1 

Basic Knowledge of River Changes and River Hydraulics

In channel regulation for navigation some training and dredging will be done on a river, and that
will more or less change the natural river environment and morphology. It is import~t to know
the characteristics of the river under study so that engineering works can be designea that will
help the river to do what it would do naturally rather than designed to force it into an unnatural
situation which will fail finally. The majority of rivers subjected to modification ~d
improvement are sand-bed alluvial streams, so it is necessary to have some basic knowledge of
alluvial streams and river hydraulics.

Channel Changes

~Alluvial 

rivers can be classified in terms of channel patterns, that is, the configuration of the riveras 
viewed on a map or from the air. There are four basic patterns including straight, meandering,braided, 

looped branched, or some combination of these (Figure 2).

Fig 

1. ~ver channel patterns
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Straight Channels: These are usually relatively short reaches and are transitory, and truly
straight channels are very few in nature, because even minor irregularities in channel shape or
alignment or a temporary obstruction can create a local disturbance that sets up transverse flow
leading to meandering.

Even in artificially constructed straight flumes with sand beds, the formation and migration of
alternate bars are often observed. So a straight channel with a uniform cross-section is not stable.
Although a stream may have relatively straight banks, the thalweg, or the path of the greatest
depth along the channel, is usually sinuous around the bars.

Meandering Channels: These, in plan, consist of a series of bends of alternate curvatures
connected by short straight crossing reaches. There are deep pools in the bends and high
velocities along the outer concave bank. Depths in crossings are relatively shallow compared to
depths in bends. As shown schematically in Figure 2(c), the pools tend to be somewhat
triangular in section with the vertex close to the outer bank and the point bars located on the
inside of the band. In the crossing the channel section tends to be more symmetric. Meandering
channels have the feature of erosion at outer banks and deposition along the inside of the bends.

Braided Channels: There are numerous ch~els which divide and rejoin in braided reaches.
The stream is wide, and the banks are unstable. At low flows there are two or more main
channels which cross each other, subsidiary channels, sand bars, and islands. At high flows, most
bars are submerged. Such rivers often have relatively steep slopes and carry a large sediment
load, like the Yellow River in China.

Looped Branched Channels: The previously mentioned three typical patterns are commonly
defined according to western reference books in the field of river dynamics and river engi~eering.
There is one more pattern rather special in China, that is looped branched channels. There are
mainly two or sometimes more channels divided by one or more islands and then they merge
again. The middle reach of the stream is wide, but the single channel is rather narrow, taking a
form like a lotus root, and the stream banks are often stable. The islands where villages and
towns are settled usually are not submerged even at high flows. The main flow may alter its path
among the looped branched channels periodically. Such channels are relatively stable and may
exist for hundreds of years such as the Lower Yangtze River in China.

~~r~,:lml::

River bends are typical and widespread elements of alluvial streams. Meandering channels
consist of a series of bends, one of the looped branch channels is usually a bend, and even the
thalweg takes the sinuous form in the straight channels at low flow.

Helicoidal 

Flow in Bends The main features of the flow through bends are:

(1) Superelevation of the water surface at the concave bank and a lowering of the water surface
at the convex bank.
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(2) This superelevation produces a transverse current directed towards the outer bank at the
surface and towards the inner bank at the bed. Near the banks compensatory vertical velocity

components result, downwards at the outer bank and upwards at the inner bank. Consequently,
a transverse circulating current takes place.

The combination of it with the main downstream velocity component gives a spiral or helicoidal
motion to the flow in bends.

These characteristics can be explained by the need to maintain balance between centrifugal andpressure 
forces as water follows a curved path.

In the river bends, the centrifugal force with gravity acting on the water particles makes the tilteddownward 
resultant force directed to the outer bank, which results in the superelevation 3rS the

water surface should be normal to the force acting on it.

With the transverse surface slope all water particles in a vertical experience the same lateral
pressure. The centrifugal force, however, is larger near the surface than that near the bottom due
to the different vertical distribution of velocity. Putting the two forces together at the same water

particle, the net force is outward near the surface and inward near the bottom. Therefore, near the
surface the water particles tend to move outward, while near the bottom inward, resulting in the
transverse circulating current, as shown in Figure 3.

~

HydroalaUc preuurc Nel Centrifu..t
preeeure force

Total
Force

Fig 3 The vertical distribution of pressure and centrifugal force in bend

The 

helicoidal current evokes erosion and deposition in bends. Erosion occurs at the outerconcave 
bank since there the current near the surface is free of sediment, the velocity is high, and

secondary flow is downward. Deposition occurs at the inner convex bank resulting in the pointbar 
at that location. Both erosion and deposition make a triangular cross section with its vertexclose 

to the outer bank of the bend.

The Thalweg and the Profile of the Bends The typical river bends may look like the one given
in Figure 4. The line of the maximum depth, the thalweg, wanders from a deep pool at the

outside of the upstream bend over a shallow crossing" to the another deep pool at the outside of
the downstream bend.
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Fig 

4 Sketch of pools and crossings as they occur in river bends

Note that the thalweg is close to the concave bank of the bend, and the profile along the thalweg
is uneven with a shallow depth at the crossing where the shoal often occurs against navigation
at low waters.

The thalweg and profile in bends change with water stage variation. As shown in Figure 5; at
low stages the thalweg and the main flow trace, which is the thread of the maximum velocity, are
very close to the outside of the bend, since most of the point bar is out from water and constricts
the channel. At higher stages the main flow trace tends to straighten up and moves away from
the outside of the bend, since the flow is strong and the point bar is submerged.
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Fig 

5 Variation of main flow trace in a typical bend on the Middle Yangtze River

The thalweg profile changes as follows: For the bends in alluvial material, at high flow the outer
concave bank in bends erodes, and the bed scours and deepens. At the same time the eroded
material from the bed and banks is deposited through the next downstream crossing and the point
bar in the next bend downstream. At low flows there is deposition in the bends, and the crossing
tends to scour and deepen. The mentioned phenomenon is related to the variation of the water
surface slope, since the larger the hydraulic slope is, the larger the flow velocity and the sediment
carrying capacity will be. Pools have rather flat surfaces during low stages, but gain rapidly in
slope during rising stages, and have the steepest slopes during flood flow. Conversely, the
crossing has the steepest slope during low stage and the flattest slope during high stage.

1. Shoals are often located at crossings, where the depth is less than that at bends. However, itis 
not true that every crossing will be the shoal, since some crossings still have enough depth for

navigation during low flow.
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previously, the water surface slope through crossings is usually flat at high stages, resulting in
deposition in the crossings. At lower stages, water surface slopes over crossings become
relatively steep, and the crossings scour. Therefore the elevation of shoal crest usually rises
during flood or rising stages, and falls during low or falling stages, although the variation of the
crest lags behind the water stage.

3. It is better to dredge shoals during the period offalling-flood-stages. Because the shoal tends
to scour during that period, sediment refilling into the dredged channel will be much reduced.

5. The ideal alignment of the navigation channel in a river is a series of reverse easy bends
connected by short straight reaches. It is known that sinuous channels are a common phenomenon
for a river stream. Although bends experience scouring at the outer bank and deposition at the
inner bank, with the protection of the concave bank a relatively stable channel can be achieved,where 

the location of the navigation channel and the possible shoaling area are so well definedas 
easy to dispose navigation marks effectively, and the channel is easy to maintain. It should beborne 

in mind that a long straight channel should not be designed for navigation in the river since
it is not stable.

6. 

Sharp bends are not desirable for navigation. In the sharp bend, two types of obstructions mayexist. 
One is the strong surface current toward the outer bank, which is dangerous, since that

might push the vessels to the bank, another is the point b~ projecting far out into tltt;; channel
from the inner bank, which results in the decrease of depth for navigation. '"

~

The Factors Affecting the Channel Change An alluvial river is a complex integrate of the
flow, the stream boundary and the sediment, where the flow includes the flow discharge, velocity,
slope, main flow trace and so on, the stream boundary contains the bed, banks, channel

configuration (plan form), cross-sectional shape including depth, width, etc.

The flow moving in and acting on the stream boundary causes deformation of the river channel
through erosion and deposition. The changed stream boundary has corresponding reaction to the
flow. Serving as a medium in the interaction between the flow and stream boundary is the
sediment since it may be carried by the flow and might make up the bed and banks in different
conditions. For example, in a slightly curved river bend, there is a centrifugal force acting on the
flow evoking some helicoidal currents, resulting in the erosion at the outbank, deposition at the
inner bank and gradually forming a moderate curved bend. In the new moderate curved bend
with a greater curvature, the centrifugal force is larger, the helicoidal currents are stronger, the
erosion and deposition are more intensive, therefore a rather curved bend will be formed. If thebend 

can deform freely, as the concave bank continues to recede and the convex bank to advance,
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the 

old bend will become elongated and a narrow neck of land will develop. In large floodsexceeding 
the channel capacity, water flows overland across the narrow neck at a steep slope andthe 

resulting high velocities evoke a new short channel (cutoff) across the neck. Finally, this newcutoff 
channel widens, deepens, and becomes a new slightly curved river bend, which will starta 

new cycle of deformation as mentioned above, while the old bendway becomes separated fromthe 
river by deposition, serving as an oxbow lake.

There are many factors affecting river channel changes, such as the flow discharge, sediment
load, resistance of banks and bed to movement by flow, longitudinal slope, channel plan form,
geology, human activities, and so on. These factors are not all independent ones, as many
depend, to a certain extent, on the others. The most important and independent factors among
them are flow discharge and sediment load. Stream discharge is the most obvious factor in
determining the form and size of the stream; the channel shape changes with changing discharge,
and changes occur more rapidly during high flows than during low or moderate flows. The
sediment load is also an important factor: the amount and character of the particles comprising
the sediment load have a significant effect on the shape of the channel. The configuration of the
channel cross sections and the alignment of the stream are affected by sediment load and the
pattern of deposition. For example, if the sediment supply exceeds the transport capacity of the
stream, deposition will occur, and if the sediment is fine and moved mainly as suspended load,
deposition will take place on the bed near banks causing the narrowing of the channel.

Channel Change and Its Self Regulation in a River. It is obvious that the flow discharge and
the sediment load are changing continuously in any river reach. Rainfall that is the source of the
flow varies in time and space, seasonally in a regular manner, erratically in a somewhat random
manner, but within limits and associated with the seasonal variations. Flow in the riv~ can seep
out to the ground water, and ground-water can seep into the river. Tributary and overland flow
which gets to the river will supply sediment to the river in an amount and of size which depends
on the surficial soils of the watershed, the vegetation, the season, and the duration and intensity
of the rainfall or storm which resulted in the tributary or overland flow.

It should be apparent that with flow condition and sediment supply changing in tim~ and space,a 
river reach or a river should be changing endlessly.

However, an important characteristic of the change for a river reach is its ability of

self-regulation. Negative feedback mechanisms moderate the effects of external factors in such
a way that the river reach can maintain a stage of equilibrium in which some degree of stability

is built up. For example, if the stable sediment inflow rate is greater than the transport rate of the

reach and the discharge keeps the same, deposition will take place, resulting in a smaller depth,

smaller cross-sectional area and larger velocity (U=Q/A) in the reach. The larger velocity will

lead to a larger sediment transport rate since it is mainly function of velocity. Thus deposition
will be less and less until a new balance is reached between the sediment supply rate and

transport rate. That is the reason why a natural river reach takes a particular boundary form

including channel configuration (plan form), channel cross-sectional shape and so on, which is
usually in a state of equilibrium and can be accommodated to the imposed flow and sediment

conditions in the most suitable way. In brief, a perfect equilibrium might never be reached for

any river reach which experiences variations in discharge because the influence of time lag does

not permit the set:'up of a pure equilibrium before a new changing condition of flow is imposed.
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However, with relatively constant conditions of the imposed flow and sediment, a natural river
reach is really in a state of quasi-equilibrium and can develop characteristic forms recognizable
as statistical average about which fluctuations occur.

Some Applications of the Concept of River Channel Change to Watenvay Engineering

1. It is natural for a dredged channel to be refilled by sediment if no other engineering measures
are taken. The channel boundary of a natural river is usually suited to the conditions of imposed
flow and sediment. In some river reaches, the obstruction in navigation channels may exist and
will exist for a long time at particular place such as at the crossings, at the abrupt expanding in
cross section, at the entrances of the looped branched channels, and so on, because the local
channel boundary and flow conditions there are favorable for sediment to deposit. If the
navigation channel is maintained only by means of dredging, with which the channel depth may
be increased, but the general equilibrium between the channel boundary and the flow is
interrupted, the dredged channel will usually be refilled during the next flood season since the
river channel attempt~ to restore the original equilibrium. So dredging in conjunction with
channel regulation might be a better way to reduce the amount of dredging for maintaining the
navigation channel.

2. It is possible to improve the navigation condition by channel regulation. The main idea of
regulating river channel for navigation is to shape a river reach into a main channel, following
a path of easy bends of reverse curvature, and to fix it permanently in that alignment. With a
careful arrangement of the longitudinal dikes, spur dikes or revetments, the channel b~undary is
regulated, therefore the stream alignment, cross-sectional shape and depth will be improved. For
example, the contraction of a wide channel will reduce the width, increase the velocity and then
increase the depth of the channel. A river reach is subject to changes in response to any variation
of t~e channel boundary, or inflowing flow and sediment, in which the inflowing discharge and
sediment are usually hard to modify artificially as they depend on the natural rainfall, so the
modification of the stream boundary is usually the only practical way left we can take to improve
the channel. Channel regulation is to do some careful adjustment of the channel boundary
intentionally and to lead the river's response to the direction as we wish.

3. It is important to select some model reaches as the reference when planning a channel to be
regulated. It should be noted that not all crossings are shoals in a river. Some crossings have
adequate depth for standard vessels and are stable for many years, although their depth is less than
that at pools. Such a crossing along with its upstream and downstream pools is often taken as a
model reach in channel regulations, since the channel plan form and cross-sectional shape there
are favorable for maintaining the adequate depth and comfortable to the conditions of the
inflowing flow and sediment in that river. A difficult task in planning the regulation of a channel
is to determine design factors, such as channel width, alignment and the elevation of the dike
crest, properly. There are many experimental formulas and methods for the evaluation of the
factors, however, they do not necessarily fit the conditions of the river under study. Taking a
model reach as reference can help resolve the task practically. The planned channel based on the
parameters of the model reach is easy to fit the conditions of the river, and a stable favorable
channel for navigation might be expected.
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3.2 Hydraulics and River Hydraulics

The Manning Formula. This fonnula is perhaps the most widely used unifonn-flow fonnula;
it has the following fonn in metric (SI) units

u = ~ R 2/381/2 (1)
n

where U is the cross-sectional average velocity (in meters per second), n is the roughness
coefficient, S is the slope of energy line, R=AIP, in which R is the hydraulic radius, A is the
cross-sectional area, P is wetted perimeter of the cross section.

For a channel with a wide-shallow section as in a river, the wetted perimeter P and the channel
width B at water surface are nearly equal, or P ~ B, it follows that

A
R"=-=h

B
where A/B for a natural channel is also the average depth h of the channel. Hence the Manning
formula can be written as

U ::: 1- h2/3S1/2 (2)
n

Based on Eq.(l) or Eq.(2), U can be estimated for a river channel ifn, S, and R or h are known,
and if the channel is gradually-varied with a steady flow.

The Chezy Formula. It has the form

U=c{RS

where C is the Chezy coefficient, C = .!. R Y. It should be noted that Eq.(3) is just Eq.(l), if
y=1/6. n

The Continuity Equation/or a Continuous Steady Flow.

u=Q (4)
A

where Q is discharge. Eq.(4) is valid since U is defined as the discharge divided by the cross-
sectional area.

In most steady flow problems where the flow variables such as U, h and so on do not change with
time, the discharge is constant throughout the reach of the channel under study, in other words,

the flow is continuous. Thus,

(5)Q = VI Al = U2 A2
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where 

the subscripts indicate different channel sections.

From Eq.(5) we know that with a constant discharge, the velocity will be larger if the cross-
sectional area is smaller than the adjacent sections.

The Conveyance of a Channel Section and the Resistance of a Channel Based on Eqs.(3) and
(4), we have

(6)Q=CA{RS=K{S

where

7)K=CA/R

The 

term K is known as the conveyance of the channel section, and it is a measure of the carrying
capacity of the channel section, since it is directly proportional to Q;

s=!!:!!.

(8)
Lwhere 

L is the length of a channel, ~H is the energy-head loss within the channel. Substituting
Eq.(8) into Eq.(6) yields

(9)

Where

[.

F=~

K2 ,--/

It can be seen from Eqs.(9) and (10) that the larger L and the smaller K is, the larger F and".the
larger energy loss will be. Thus F indicates the resistance of a channel for flow to pass through,
therefore F might be called the resistance modules of a channel.

For a looped branched river reach where flow is divided by an island, under the nonnal-flow
condition, it may be assumed that all the flows are unifonn, and the division of flow between the
two channels may be detennined roughly with the aid ofEq.(9).

Assume that at the upstream place P A of the island the flow is divided, and at the downstream
place PB the divided flows unite again. Since the water-surface elevatidns at P A and at PB for the
left and right channels should be equal, the energy losses for the left and right channels are
roughly equal, thus

AHL 

'='AHR

Based 

on Eq.(9), we have

where subscripts L and R indicate the left and right channel respectively. Combining Eq.( 12) with

Q=QL +QR yields
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From Eq.(13), it can be seen that the division of flow actually depends on the difference of the
resistances in looped branches. If the resistance at a branch is large, the discharge at another
channel will be large.

In a looped branched reach a main branch is often selected as the one to be regulated where some
dikes such as spur dikes and so on will be placed to regulate the channel for navigation. However,
with the construction of the dikes the resistance of the branch is also increased, thus the discharge
will be reduced if no measures are taken at another branch. Thus, the depth might not be
increased as much as expected.

The Energy Equation and Water-Surface Profile Instead of uniform flow, the natural riverstream 
is usually a gradually varied one, where the energy equation is:

ZI 

+HVI =Z2+HV2+Hf+He

where Z is the water-surface elevation and Hy is the velocity head at cross section, Hf is the head
loss due to friction, and He is the head loss due to expansion or contraction of the channel in the
reach. Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate successive upstream and downstream cross sections of thereach, 

H =a-U2 , where g is the acceleration due to gravity, a is the energy coefficient with aJ/ ., 2gvalue 
of slightly greater than ..

.0 in order to account for the flow nonuniformity in the. cross

section.

The 

energy equation is an expression of energy conservation. Under the assumptions ~ofhydrostatic 

pressure distribution and small channel slope, the total energy head H for a cross
section consists of the potential energy head Z and kinetic energy head Hy , that is H = Z + Hy.
Eq.(14) becomes

lll-H2=He+~ (15)

Based on Eq.(14), the water-surface profile can be obtained for a channel with given

configuration, discharge, and roughness. From the water-surface profile, other hydraulic
parameters such as velocity, depth and energy slope can be obtained. With those hydraulicparameters 

we are able to estimate the effect of the reach regulated and its influence on the
adjacent river reaches.
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The computation of the water-surface profile might be made in different directions depending onthe 
flow condition. For most river reaches where flow is a subcritical one under downstream

control, the computation is done from downstream and proceeds upstream.

The solution ofEq.(14) is an iterative process in which the discharge is given, the downstream
water-surface elevation is known, and the upstream head is estimated. If the equation does not
balance within acceptable limits, new estimated for the upstream head should be assumed and the
computation repeated until an acceptable balance is obtained.

Based on the energy equation the water profile over an obstacle in the channel can be analyzed.
Assume there is a uniform flow in a flume channel, the water surface should be parallel to the
flume bottom. If a weir with a triangular cross section is placed in the flume which partly blocks
the flow, the water profile will change. Comparing the water profiles with and without the weir,
it can be seen that there is a local backwater effect, that is, with a weir in the channel, the water
behind the weir is backed up, and there is a relatively steep slope of water surface over the weir,
especially when the stage is low and the depth is comparable to the height of the weir, as for the
downstream of the weir, there is little elevation change there.

The application of local backwater effect to channel regulation In channel regulation, a river
reach consisting of a crossing and the pools upstream and downstream of it is often taken as a unit
to study. At the crossing the depth is less than that at pools, and sometimes the crossing becomes
a shoal if its depth is not large enough, which should be studied and improved. The upper and
lower pools next to the crossing have a larger depth, and larger capacity to carry sediment during
most of the seasons. Taking the pools as the border of the shoaling reach can make it easier to
study the influence of the regulation of the shoal; beyond the pools the influence On. adjacent
reaches will be much less. The thalweg profile of the crossing reach in a river is roughly similar
to the profile of the flume channel with a weir, and so is the water surface profiles, thus the
crQssing or the shoal has the local backwater effect, and the slope of water surface at a crossing
is greater, especially during low flow season. Therefore the water elevation upstream the shoal
will fall if the elevation of the shoal crest is cut down due to dredging or channel regulation. This
makes the depth smaller at the crossing upstream the regulated reach and might result in a new
shoal there. A steep water slope is usually accompanied by a large velocity according to the
Manning formula, thus the velocity at a crossing is larger than that at pools during low flow,
therefore the water slope is steep and the crossing scours at low stage as mentioned before.

Bed Forms The stream bed of a natural river is not even. Under certain flow conditions with
relatively low sediment transport rates, the sediment bed will deform into wavelike forms with
small slopes on their upstream faces, a sharp crest, and steep downstream faces. At high velocities
and large depths the length of these forms may increase by many times, still keeping the sharp
crest. These forms move downstream at velocities that are small compared to the flow velocity.
Sharp-crested forms of this kind with wave lengths less than 30 cm are called ripples; those with
wave lengths longer than 30 cm are called dunes. At some higher velocity the ripples or dunes,
or both, disappear and the bed becomes flat. At some still higher velocity a wave of sinusoidal
shape develops on the bed. So the type of bed configuration and the dimensions of the bed forms
are dependent on the properties of the flow, fluid, and bed material. Among various bed forms,
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dunes and ripples widely exist in natural rivers, and playa particularly, significant role in the
make-up of the hydraulic roughness of an alluvial channel. The dimensions of a ripple are small
with its height less than 3 cm. Dunes take place at large velocities and sediment transport rates
more often than ripples, which may occur on the upstream slope of dunes. Depending on the
dimensions of the stream channel, the wavelength and height of dunes may be over 100 m and 2
m respectively in the Lower Yangtze River.

Bed forms have important effect on the hydraulic roughness of a channel. Some experiments
show that the roughness coefficient for the ripple and dune-bed flows is about 2-3 times as great
as that for observed flow over a flat bed with immovable sand-grain roughness. As previously
discussed, the geometry and thus also the hydraulic roughness of the bed configuration depend on,
among other factors, the velocity and depth of flow. However for a given discharge and stage of
water the velocity and depth are affected by the roughness of the bed according to Manning
formula. Prediction of roughness in alluvial stream is obviously a complicated problem due to
the interaction of the flow and bed material, and the interdependence of the bed form, roughness
and sediment transport rate. Although there are many formulas dealing with the problem, a
universally acceptable solution is still lacked. A practical way to solve the problem is to
determine the roughness based on the real measured data, including discharge, water profile and
channel geometry, which are obtained at different stages in the river reach under study.
Corresponding to the known water profile, discharge Q and channel geometry, then the stage,
cross-sectional area A, mean depth h, and water surface slope S of the channel are known, U=Q/ A,
and the roughness n can be calculated according to the Manning formula. With several sets of
roughness and stage, a relationship curve between them can be set up, and the roughness at any
stage can be easily found on the curve. Therefore, it is important to set up several gauges at the
reach under study and keep a record of the stage and related data such as discharg'e':and so on
regularly for a period of time. Those gathered data will be very useful for further application to
determine the hydraulic roughness, the relationship between the roughness and stage; and the
rating curve of stage and discharge.

Bed 

forms also affect sediment transport. The stream-bed resistance can be divided into grain
resistance and form resistance while bed forms exist. Grain resistance refers to the part of
resistance contributed by the surface drag (tangential force) which acts on the grain and therefore
is directly related to the movement of sediment, whereas form resistance or form drag is caused
by the pressure difference between the front and back surfaces of the bed forms, which usually has
little contribution to sediment movement since the form drag is away from the sediment particles
on the bed. Consequently, only part of the shear stress provided by the flow is used to transport
sediment.

Sediment Transport Capacity, Scouring and Deposition

-Description of Sediment Movement and Sediment Discharge

An important aspect of fluvial processes and river engineering is the movement of sediment in
rivers, to which river morphology and river channel changes are closely related. To define theterms 

to be used in considering sediment movement, it is convenient to describe the motion of
grains caused by water flowing over a bed of sediment artificially flattened. At very low velocities
no sediment will move, but at some higher velocity individual grains will roll and slide
intermittently along the bed. The material so moved is defined as the contact load of the stream,
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in which the term load, as used in sediment transport, may refer to the sediment that is in motion
in a stream. At a still higher velocity, some grains will make short jumps, leaving the bed for
short intervals of time and return to the bed. The material moved in this manner is said to saltate
and is called the saltation load of the stream. If the flow velocity is raised gradually, the jumps
of grains will occur more often, and some of the grains will be swept into the main body of the
flow, and kept in suspension for a long time. Sediment carried in suspension in this manner is
known as the suspended load of a stream. So three modes of sediment movement take place at
the same time, that is suspension, saltation, and rolling and sliding on the bed. There are two
common classifications of the load in a stream. The first divides the load into bed load and
suspended load; the second separates the load into wash load and bed-material load (or bed-
sediment load). Bed load is defined as that part of the load moving on, or near, the bed by rolling,
sliding, or saltation. Suspended load moves in suspension.

Wash load refers to the finest portion of sediment, generally silt and clay, that is washed throughthe 
channel, with a very small amount of it being found in the bed, and usually does Qot take part

in channel changes. Bed-material load or bed-sediment load, on the other hand, consists ofparticles 
that are found in the bed material, and take an active part in channel changes. The

discharge of wash load depends mainly on the rate of supply; it is generally not correlated withthe 
flow characteristics. Bed-material load, on the other hand, is usually correlated with water

discharge.

Finally, it is convenient to introduce the term sediment discharge, which is defined as the quantity
of sediment per unit time carried past any cross section of a stream. The term should be qualified,
for example, the bed load discharge, the bed-material discharge or the suspended load discharge.
It should be noted that, the term load denotes the material that is being transported, ~hereas the
term sediment discharge denotes the rate of transport of the material. Since the bed-material
transport is linked to the hydraulic properties of the stream, there are only formulas for this type
of transport; hereafter we refer the bed-material sediment discharge as sediment discharge, which
is made up of the bed load and suspended load, excluding the wash load.

.Sediment transport capacity and its formula

For a river reach in quasi-equilibrium the sediment-carrying capacity for a given flow in the reach
with a certain sediment bed is usually the sediment discharge, which is a function of the properties
of flow and sediment. Any difference in sediment discharge at the inlet and outlet will cause
deformation (erosion or deposition) in a given reach. Therefore setting up the formula for
predicting the sediment discharge is important for calculating the chanrtel changes. Because of
the complexity of sediment transport processes, prediction of the transport rate has not been
accomplished in a purely theoretical way. All existing sediment transport formulas have been set
up relying on calibration using flume and field data collected mainly under the steady uniform
flow condition. So it is not surprising that there are so many formulas for estimating the sediment
discharge based on different approaches, and the accuracy of prediction is rather poor.

Many formulae in various forms have been suggested over the past years. The majority of theformulae 
set up a relation between the transport parameter X and the flow parameter Y. Theformulae 
are characterized by three aspects:

The 

basic function X = f (1') ;
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(2) The characteristic grain-size to be used;
(3) The correction of the flow parameter with respect to the bed roughness.

The transport parameter X is

grx= Y sD{iii5 , .

where gr is the sediment discharge per unit width, Y s::.2.65 tf/m3, Y s is the specific weight of

the sediment particles, D is a characteristic diameter, I =~:" ~ r is the relative density of
-.;;!..o5

E

p
the sediment grains, and g is the acceleration of gravity .
The flow parameter Y is

ED

~RS
y

where R is the hydraulic radius, S is the channel slope, and Jl, is. the correction factor (the ripple
factor) that allows for the fact that only part of the shear stress provided by the flow is used to
transport the sediment.
For analysis, it is attractive to approximate the relation X=.f(Y) by an exponential function

){=ayl3

where a and p are not constant usually. They may, however, be taken as constant in the vicinity
of a certain value. For example, for the Meyer-Peter formula p= -3/2, for the Engelund-Hansen
formula p= -5/2, and for the Einstein-Brown equation p= -3. It can be seen that the value of p
is of wide range, since various formulas are based on their respective approaches and data with
various variables taken into account. So it is very difficult to recommend one equation for
universal application. The ideal situation is that, once a river is to be studied, transport
measurement should be carried out to check which formula is suitable for that particular case.
Eq.(18) can be written as

19)gr=aUb

where U is the mean velocity, a and b contain all parameters except U, such as D, E, Y s"u, etc..

The value ofb is about 3 to 6. From Eq.(19), it can be seen that gr is proportional to the third to
sixth power of U. Therefore the sediment carrying capacity is rather sensitive to the velocity,
which governs the sediment discharge.

-Scouring and Deposition, and their Judgment with Velocity

For a river reach in equilibrium, its sediment transport capacity is in balance with the rate of
sediment supplied. Any disturbance on the equilibrium induced by climatic, hydrologic events,
or human interferences such as damming, diversion, cutoffs, channel regulation, and so on will
result in the difference between the inflow rate and transport rate of sediment and will cause
scouring or deposition in the reach. So the imbalance in sediment transport will lead to the change
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of 

the river reach. In engineering practice, we often need to know if a river reach is under erosion
or deposition. Since the sediment carrying capacity is the function of velocity, the simplest wayto 

judge scouring or deposition is to do it according to the variation of velocity. For example,
during the low flow season the crest of the crossing is under scouring since the velocity there is
larger than that at the upstream pool. Another example is that if a reach is in contraction, scouring
will take place and the depth will increase since the velocity is increased. This is the case which
often happens in channel regulation for navigation. However, the sediment scoured from the
reach will move downstream, and might create a new shallow area there. Therefore, it is
important to handle the sediment problem carefully. One of the solutions to the problem is to treat
a shoaling area with its upstream and downstream pools as an entirety when making a plan to
improve the shoal. The downstream pool under planning is taken as a place to store the sediment
from the shoaling area. That might not go so far as to set an obstacle in the navigation channel
since there is a surplus of depth at the pool.

3.3 

Types of Shoals/rapids and Their Regulation Measures

Channel regulation involves the use of channel rectification and stabilization structures to controlthe 
behavior of a river. To be effective, the engineering measures adopted to regulate the channel

should take account of the characteristics of various types of shoals/rapids. For navigation, the
main purpose of channel regulation is to increase channel depths and improve alignment and to
stabilize the channel through the construction of regulating structures. The characteristic of
channel regulation for navigation in China is the regulation of low and middle flow channel, and
low regulating structures, just 1-2 m above the low-water stage. While the channel can be
improved in this way, the cost of project is low, and more importantly, the negative effect of the
structures on the draining off the flood flow is largely limited. Therefore the project might be
easily approved by the government agency of water conservancy, which is in charge oisupervision
of al~ structures on the river, and is more concerned about flood control than navigation. ..

Regulation of shoals

The components of a shoal reach are shoal, upper and lower pools located at the upstream and
downstream of the shoal respectively, and upper and lower side bars, as shown in Figure 6. The
portion of the channel where the depth is enough for navigation at the low flow stage is defined
as a pool. In the navigation channel the portion between the pools is defined as a shoal. Side bars
are accumulated sediment deposited at the streambank which is visible during the low flow season
and submerged during the high flow period.

~

Fig. 

6 Definition sketch of a shoal reach
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Note that the thalweg of the shoal reach usually follows a path of adverse bends connected by a
crossing, and the previous analysis of the change of the crossing and bends is valid for the shoal
and pools respectively. During the high flow period, sediment movement, both suspended and
bed load, on the free flowing river is active, a lot of sediment enters the high flow, much of the
sediment that was deposited in the earlier season is remobilized and redistributed, and the pools
experience a scouring, supplying additional sediment load to the crossing. At the same time, the
water surface slope through the crossing is flat and the velocity is low compared to that at the
pool, so the sediment transport rate is smaller than the inflow rate, resulting in the deposition at
the crossing and side bars. However, due to high water stages, channel depths are generally large
enough to allow barges to be fully loaded.

As the high flows begin to fall, flow velocities decrease in pools and increase at the crossing and
side bars due to local backwater effects. As a result, the crossing and side bars are subjected to
erosion and the sediment is shifted to the downstream pool. If the high flows recede gradually
such that flows which occur at or near the full bank stage are sustained for a relatively long period
of time, or the side bars are large and high, concentrating the flow into the middle of the channel,
these velocities can often scour the crossing enough to maintain the depths required. If, on the
other hand, the flows recede very rapidly, or the side bars are small and low, then the natural
scouring effect of the crossing area is rather limited. So, the more rapidly flows recede, the lower
and smaller the side bars are, the more likely the shoaling will occur with controlling depths less
than required. ."'..~

As we usually are not able to control the falling rate of high flows, a practical way to fully use the
flow capacity to scour the shoal area is to stabilize and raise the side bars with regulating
structures such as spur dikes.

~Based 

on morphology, shoals might be categorized as shoals at crossings, on looped branched

channels, at river bends, and scattered shoals.

Shoals at Crossing The characteristic of this type of shoals is that between the upper and lower
pools there is a shallow area whose depth is not enough for navigation during the low flow period.
The shoal is in deposition during the high flow period, and experiences scouring as the high flows
begin to recede, but the sediment deposits usually could not be all scoured away before the low
water stage is reached, the rest of the deposited sediment will become navigation obstruction.

There are two subtypes of the crossing-shoals, one is the so-called normal shoal as mentioned

before, another is the shoal with staggered pools as shown in Figure 8(a). During the low flow
season, since the hydraulic resistance is small in the lower pool due to its large depth, water will
overflow the crossing into the upper part of the lower pool transversely, and make spread currents
taking the form like a fan. As the flow is spread, the scouring of the shoal is limited. The lower
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the 

stage is, the stronger the transverse currents will be, which often cause damage to the ships andvessels 
at the shoal.

Therefore, 

the river channel should be contracted in order to increases the velocity in the shallowarea. 
The concrete layout of regulation works should be fitted in with the local conditions of the

river reach, and the favorable local topography of the original riverbend should be fully used.

Sometimes raising and stabilizing the side bars may be helpful, and sometimes the upper part ofthe 
lower pool needs to be blocked up on the shoal reach with staggered pools.

Example 

1.

Yingwatan 

shoal on the Ganjiang River

The 

length of the shoal reach is 1400 m, and the width of the river channel is 700 m. Under pre-

project conditions, the upper and lower side bars of the shoal were low, with an elevation of only0.5 
m above the lower water stage. Since the middle and low flow channel was wide, an~ the flowwas 
scattering, the navigation channel was wide and shallow with the minimum depth of 0.6--0. 7

m in the low flow season.

Regulation measures: Two spur dikes were built on the upper and lower side bars respectively
in order to contract the river channel and concentrate the flow, as shown in Figure 7. The
elevation of the dike crest is 1.2 m above the low water stage. The width of the middle and low
flow channel after the construction of the dikes is 360 m. After regulation, the minimum depth
of the navigation channel is 1.3 m, and the requirements of navigation have been sat~sfied.

CV-Upper side bar (2)-Lo~er side bar

(,}) 

-Spur dike

Fig7 

Plan vie of Ying atan shoal reach after regulation

Example 

2. Tonwatan shoal on the Xiangjiang River

The 

length of the shoal reach is 600 m, and the width of the river channel is 160 m. Beforeregulation, 
the upper and lower pools of the shoal were stag~ered, and there were transversecurrents 

overflowing the crossing into the upper part of the lower pool during the tow flow season,as 
shown in Figure 8 (a). Since the flow was spread, the minimum depth of the navigatiol!.channel 

was only 0.8 m.
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(a) Before regulation

C2) Upper pan of" the lo"er poolQ) Spur dike
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(b) After reg"la'ion

Fig 8 Plan vie\N or -Y'on\Natan shoal reach berore and after regulation

Regulation measures: Three spur dikes were built to block up the upper part of the lower pool.
After regulation, the dike field has been deposited by sediment, as shown in Figure 8(b). The
transverse currents have disappeared, the minimum depth of the navigation channel has been
increased to 1.4 m, and the requirements of the navigation have been fulfilled. '~'-

Shoals on Looped Branches In this type of shoal reach, there are two or more branche,s which
affecting each other. First of all, a branch among them should be selected as the one to be
regulated for navigation based on careful analysis and comparison of the features of the related
branches including the stability, the tendency of the channel change, dimensions, flow conditions,

and so on.

As for regulation measures, in addition to contracting the width of branch to be regulated, some
engineering measures might be taken to modify the ratio of the flow distribution between related
branches if necessary, since regulation works increase the hydraulic resistance of the channel, and
may reduce the flow entering the branch.

Example 1. The Wangjiatan shoal reach is on the Upper Yangtze River. Its length is 4 km. Its
stream bed consists of pebbles and rocks. There is a middle bar on the reach which can be
submerged during the medium high water season. The right branch of the reach is straight and
is navigable at the medium high water level, however, its depth was not enough for navigation
during the low water season. On the other hand, the left branch is a curved one and is navigable
with enough depth during dry season, but there was a shoal area at the outlet of it, since there was

a u'ansverse current running out from the left branch into the right pool across the tail of the
middle bar. The sketch of the shoal reach is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig 9 Plan view ofWangjiatan shoal reach after regulation

Regulation measures: It is unnecessary to adjust the ratio of flow distribution between the
branches as the discharge for each one is enough during the low flow season. In order to block
up the transverse current, a longitudinal dike with a length of 400 m was built on the tail of the
middle bar. At the same time, a L-Head dike, which is a trail dike at the end of a spur dike, was
built at the left bank to constrict the river channel and increase the velocity and depth on the
shallow area, as shown in Figure 9. After regulation, the minimum depth of navigation channel
has been increased from 2.1 m to over 3.0 m, and the width to 70 m, the results of regulation are

quite good.

Example 2. The Xiaonanhai shoal reach is on the Upper Yangtze River. Its length is 3 kIn.
There is a middle pebble bar with a top elevation of 1.5 m above the low water stage. The right
branch is a main channel during the high flow period, where the transported pebble moving
downstream could be observed. During the lower flow season, the discharge of the"'left branch
was so increased as the diversion ratio of it came to 53 per cent, whereas the ratio for the right
branch decreased to 47 per cent. At the medium high water level or below, there was a flow
running out from the right branch across over the tail of the middle bar into the pool located atthe
left bank. With the diffused flow, the velocity and sediment transport capacity were reduced,
resulting in a shallow area where sediment accumulated, as shown in Figure 10 (a).
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Fig 10 Plan ,view ofXiaonanhai shoal reach before and after regulation
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Re.eulation measures: The right branch was selected as the main navigation channel because the
left one was narrow and sharply curved, and the navigation condition was poor there. There were
two factors contributed to the formation of the shallow area at the outlet of the right branch: one
was the small diversion ratio of the right branch during the low flow season, another was the
diffused flow at the outlet. Based on the above analysis, a submerged closure dam was built on
the left branch to increase the flow ratio of the right branch from 47 to 57.5 per cent. At the same
time, two L-Head dikes were built at the right bank and a longitudinal dike at the tail of the middle
bar to constrict the channel and increase the velocity and depth at the shallow area, as shown in
Figure 1 O(b). After regulation, the minimum depth during the low flow period has been increased
from 1.6 m to 3.2 m, and the width of the navigation channel to 60 m. The requirements of
navigation have been satisfied. Maintenance dredging is not needed now.

Shoals at River Bend It is in a sharply curved river channel that this type of shoal is foffiled. In
addition to the increase of the channel dimensions, the prevention of the concave bank from
further curving and the improvement of the flow conditions at the bend should be taken into
account.

Example: The length of the Hengtan shoal reach of the Youjiang River is 1300 m, and the width
of the river channel is 150 to 300 m. The stream bed consists of pebbles, and the material of thebanks 

is sandy soil, easy to be scoured. The navigation channel was rapidly curved because the
left bank receded due to the erosion by the helicoidal currents at the bend. The point bar wasdeposited 

at the right bank and was so projected into the navigation channel as to obstruct
navigation with the following minimum dimensions during the low flow season: depth 0.4--0.5m, 

width 6 --8 m and radius of curvature smaller than 90 m.

Ref!ulation measures: 23 short spur dikes with revetment were built on the left bank to realign
the bank to a moderately curved one and prevent the bank from erosion. On the right bank, a spur
dike and a L-Head dike were built at the inlet and outlet of the bend respectively guiding and
narrowing the flow, as shown in Figure 11. After regulation, the erosion of the concave bank andthe 

protruding of the point bar into the navigation channel have been stopped. The navigationchannel 
is stable with the minimum depth of 1.2 m, the width of20 m, and the radius of curvatureof 

285 m, which fully meet the requirements of navigation.
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Fig 11 Plan view of Hengtan shoal reach after regulation
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Scattered Shoals The characteristics of this type of shoal reach are that the stream banks, bed and
bars are easy to change due to scouring and deposition, and the location of shoals and the main
channel of the reach are changeable.

The 

improvement of this kind of reach is achieved by controlling the river regime throughstrengthening 
the fixed points and guiding banks, which are parts of the river banks, to guide the

flow to the favorable direction, to realign the river into a single, relatively narrow channelfollowing 
a path of easy bend, and to fix it permanently on and continuously along that alignment.

An example of regulating this type of shoal reach is the work which has been done at the Jinwatanshoal 
on the Hanjiang River, which will be mentioned later as a case study of channel regulation.

Regulation of Torrent Rapids

At torrent rapids the slope of water surface is steep, and the flow velocity is so rapid that it makes
it difficult for the upbound vessels to move by their own power and for the downbound vesselsto 

be steered.

Rock-blasting, 

damming and dredging are major engineering measures to regulate this type ofrapids. 
Winching may be used as a supplementary measures to pull the vessels upstream acrossthe 

rapids if necessary .

The 

methods for regulating the rapids might be a~ follows:

Cutting off the protruding part of the bank and submerged ridge at the neck portion of the channel
to enlarge the cross-sectional area and to reduce the local water slope and velocity .
Building a submerged dam downstream of the rapids to back up the water stage so ~s to reduce
the flow velocity. "',;

Those 

mentioned methods might be adopted alone or combined according to specific localcQnditions. 
The water stage of the rapids reach might fall due to the enlargement of the cross-sectional 

area, and a new rapids might take place upstream of the reach, which certainly shouldbe 
avoided. Therefore, in designing regulating works for rapids, the water surface profile beforeand 

after regulation should be calculated and the influence on the upstream reach examined.

Example. 

The Qinzhubian rapids reach is located on the Upper Yangtze River. The waterwayis 
straight there, the rocky banks and bottom of the channel were constricted rapidly at the middleof 
the reach and formed a neck portion. Upstream of the neck the flow was moderate, anddownstream 

of it the live stream was contracted further and the velocity was as high as 5 mfs, andthe 
spaces between the live stream and the banks were separation zones occupied by eddyingwater, 

as shown in Figure 12(a).

' /
(c) Sect.ion A-A

~-~---"'-"'~~-.,.., I -Stage of rapids disappeared
2 -Stage of rapids formed

(b) Profile

Fig 12 Sketch or Qinzhubian rapids reach
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Reg?:!lation measures: Cutting off the protruding part of the left bank to enlarge the cross section
of the neck portion. The excavated area is shown in Figure 12 (c).

After regulation the water slope and flow velocity are reduced and can meet the requirements of
navigation.

Regulation of Hazardous Reaches

Hazardous 

reaches are unsafe for navigation, where dangerous flow patterns such as over-ledge-flow, 
bend-rushing-flow and so on often cause accidents.

The 

main engineering measures used for regulating the hazards are diking, dredging and reef-blasting 
to eliminate the unsafe flow patterns, or canal excavating to bypass the hazardous reach.

Example. The Diaoyuzui hazardous rapids is located on the Upper Yangtze River. The width
of its channel is about 300 m at the low flows stage. There is a large rock ledge projecting more
than 100 m from the right bank into the deep pool, and there is a pebble side bar at the left bank.
During "the low flow season, the currents are rapid, and moreover, strong bottom currents upwards
due to the complex underwater topography form bubble flow pattern at the surface like boiling
water occupying a zone with a diameter about 90 m, as shown in Figure 13(a). As a result, the
vessels were pushed away from the navigable channel stranded at the left side bar or hitting on
the right rock ledge.
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(c) After regulation

Fig 13 Plan view ofDiaoyuzui hazardou~ reach

Regulation measures: A submerged dam was built in the pool to eliminate the bubble flow pattern
and dredging work was done on the left side bar to widen the channel, as shown in Figure 13(b).
The crown elevation of the dam is 4 m below the minimum navigable stage and its width is 10m.
The upstream and downstream side slopes of the dam are 1:2 and 1:3 respectively. After
regulation all hazardous flows such as bubbles and eddying water have disappeared, thus good
results have been achieved, as shown in Fi~ure 13( c).

3.4 Design and Planning of Channel Regulation Works for Navigation

The fundamental thesis underlying channel regulation is to shape a river into a narrower channel,
following a path of easy bends of reverse curvature, and to fix it permanently on that alignment.
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The characteristic of channel regulation for navigation in China is that the channel to be regulated
is usually the middle and low flow channel, and the scope to be regulated is the shoal/rapids reach.
Because shoals usually tend to scour during low or falling stages, through this kind of channel
regulation, the middle and low flow can be concentrated and the depth can be increased for the
shoal reach to provide a navigable channel at the low water stage. With regulation, the channel
boundary can by modified, unfavorable currents and flow patterns against navigation can be
eliminated as mentioned before.

In the designing of channel regulation for navigation, a term called "regulation trace" should be
introduced, which is a designed channel to be confined by the regulation structures in the river
channel, and within which the flow is concentrated, and a navigable channel will be formed.

To be successful, regulation works must be able to control the regulation trace to guide it along
a natural alignment with channel cross sections accommodating the river's water and sediment
regime, rather than forcing it into unnatural conditions. Also, when the stabilized channel trace
follows the natural alignment of the stream to the maximum extent the costs are minimized.

To be successful, thc design work should be started from analyzing the channel changes of the
shoal/rapids reach based on the available data to find out the reason why the navigation conditions
are poor there. Close attention should be paid to the analysis of the causal relation between the
formation of the shoal/rapids and the unfavorable conditions of the channel boundary such as
staggered pools, small and low side bars, extremely large width, sharply curved bank, sudden
constriction or expansion of the river channel and so on. The proposed regulation measures
should be aimed at the origin of the channel'boundary related to the formation of the shoal/rapids
so that the navigation conditions at the shoal/rapids reach can be improved effectively.

To be feasible, channel regulation for navigation should be coordinated with basin planning and
river planning. Its relations with flood control, hydropower generation, irrigation and drainage,
water supply and port facilities should be well treated.

Types of Channel Regulation Works and Dike Layout

For navigation, channel regulation works are mainly of two broad types, generally defined asfollows:

Dikes are structures that extend out from the bank into the flow.
angle or parallel to the flow and are used to:

They are aligned either at an

Direct flow from one bend into the next downstream,
Shape sharp bends to a large radius of curvature to provide a more desirable channel

alignment,
Close off secondary channels and old bendways, and
Concentrate flow in a regulation trace within a wider channel.

Revetments are structures parallel to the current or stream banks and are used for such purposes
as stabilizing concave banks of bends and strengthening the guiding bank of the regulation trace.
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Dikes 

are widely used in channel regulation in China. They can be grouped into the followinggeneral 

categories: Spur, Longitudinal, L-Head and so on. They are described below:

Spur Dike. The Spur dike is one of the most common structures used in channel regulation. It
extends from the river bank into the river in a direction normal or at an angle to the flow. This
type of dike is also referred to as a transverse dike, cross dike, wing dam and jetty .

Longitudinal Dike. A longitudinal dike is a continuous structure extending from the bank
towards the downstream generally parallel to the alignment of the channel being developed. The
structures can be used to reduce the curvature of sh~ bends and provide transitions with little
resistance or disturbance to flow.

L-Head Dike. An L-Head dike is a spur dike with a segment extending downstream from its
channel end generally parallel to the channel line. The L-Head dike is used to reduce scour at the
river end of the dike, or to extend the spur dike system farther downstream.

The Direction of Spur Dike Extending from the Bank Experience indicates that spur dikes
aligned either at the right angle to the bank or in a slightly downstream direction are more
effective than dikes angled upstream from the bank line if the dikes are high and unsubmerged.
In China, spur dikes are not high and can submerged like the bottom vanes at high 'Water stage,
and the dikes aligned slightly upstream from the bank are often used if the stream carries. a large
sediment load and its velocities are not very high. When the dike is placed not normal tcY the fJ.ow
and submerged, the overflowing water is accelerated and in consequence deviates in a direction
more normal to the direction of the dike, which evokes deviation of the bottom current in the other
direction. The result is a helicoidal bottom current behind the dike moving along it. Since the
increased sediment transport follows the bottom current, there will be more sediment deposition
in the dike fields if the dike is pointed upstream from the bank. So spur dikes have some effect
of guiding sediment movement in addition to constricting the channel when they are submerged.

Regulation Standards

The Lowest Designed Navigable Stage (LDNS)

In a river reach the water stage varies with seasons. It is necessary to have a standard low waterlevel 
by means of which the standard dimensions of the navigation channel are measured. The

Lowest Designed Navigable Stage (LDNS) is a kind of standard low water level. The LDNScorresponds 
to a water level of high duration. The specific duration of LD~S is expressed inpercentage 

of time the actual water level equal to or higher than the LDNS might be expected.LDNS 
duration depends on the classification of the waterway. For waterway classes 1 and 2,

which are major transportation routes, this duration is as high as 98 per cent or even higher; for
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smaller waterways of classes 5 to 7, this duration may diminish to 90 to 95 per cent of the time.
So the higher the waterway class is, the higher the LDNS duration will be.

An important thing is to deteffiline the LDNS for the shoal/rapids reach under study. At the
adjacent hydrological station the LDNS can be settled based on the recqrds of long series of stage
data and its duration depending on the waterway classification. The LDNS of the shoal/rapids

\reach can be determined by stage correlation from the station to the shoal/rapids reach. Therefore,
it is important to set several gages along and downstream of the reach under study to collect stagedata 

during the low flow season. It is noted that the LDNS of the shoal/rapid reach is a slopingplane 
corresponding to the low-water profile at the LDNS.

The 

application of the LDNS is to determine the scope of shoal area. With the known LDNS andthe 
hydrographic chart, the pool, i.e. is the deep area can be determined whose depth is larger thanthe 
navigable depth at the LDNS, and the shoal can also be determined, which is the range

between the upper and lower pools on the navigation channel.

Standard Dimensions of Waterway

The standard dimensions of the navigation channel after regulation should meet the requirements
of standard vessels to navigate at the LDNS. The dimensions of the channel depend on the

waterway classification as mentioned previously.

Width of Regulation Trace and Regulation Stage

The width of the regulation trace is the width of the designed river channel to be confmed by the

regulation structures at the regulation stage. The regulation stage is a designed elevation with

which the crown elevation of a spur dike at the river end is detemlined. They are important
...parameters 

based on which the length and height of the spur dike can be settled respectively. The

regulation stage is higher than the LDNS with an extra height ranging from 1 to 2 m, which isnecessary 

to concentrate the flow within the regulation trace at a higher stage on the shoal reachso 

that a navigable channel can be fomled before the stage recedes to the LDNS. Obviously, witha 

higher regulation stage and a smaller width of regulation trace, the shoal will be scoured deeper;

however the spur dike will be higher and longer, and there will be a larger amount of constructionwork, 

moreover, there will be more scoured sediment from the shoal moving downstream, which

might result in a new shoal there if the scoured sediment is too much. So it is necessary todetemline 

the two parameters properly to make the shallow reach just meet the navigationrequirements 

with a certain allowance for the LDNS.

There 

are many methods to determine the width of regulation trace. The river dynamic methodis 
one among them, which is based on the assumption that before and after regulation, the

sediment transport rate through the cross section should be the same, and so for flow. This canbe 
expressed by '"

H,
82 = KB1[~]

~H2
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where B2 is the width of regulation trace, B I is the width of the free surface at the regulation stage
before regulation, HI is the mean depth of the cross section before regulation, H2 is the desired
depth of the navigation channel at the regulation stage, K is a coefficient of the value of 0.7--1.0,
11 is the correction coefficient transforming H2 to the mean depth of the cross section within the
regulation trace, which is related to the shape of the channel section and has the value of 0.7--0.9,
and y is the an exponent of the value of 1.2--1.67 depending on the size of sediment particles andthe 

mean flow velocity after regulation.

There are also many methods to determine the regulation stage. For example, with reference tothe 
successfully regulated reaches nearby, a suitable extra height of the regulation stage above theLDNS 

can be selected, and the regulation stage can be settled consequently.

In general, the width of the regulation trace and the regulation stage should be considered as an
entirety and coordinated with each other. A common way used to determine them is to imitate themodel 

reaches near the shoal reach under study. The model reach is such a kind of river reachwhose 
channel is stable and navigable at the LDNS for many years, since its morphology such ascross-sectional 

shape at crossing and the alignment of the channel is favorable to maintain an
enough depth for navigation. By selecting the cross-section at crossing on the model reach,finding 

the top elevation of side bars and corresponding free width at the cross-section, the widthand 
the extra height of the elevation above the LDNS can be used as a reference for determiningthe 
width of the regulation trace and regulation stage for the shoal reach to be regulated. A reachdesigned 

in such a way might accommodate the river regime as the model reach does.

The values determined by different methods for the width of the regulation trace are usually in a

wide range, and so for the regulation stage, it is recommended that those values be 'checked

against those from the model and the nearby reaches successfully regulated before a suitable vaiue

is selected. For an important or complicate project, physical modeling of the shoal/rapids reaches

with various alignments of regulation works might be needed in the determination of the proper

arrangement of the regulation works. After construction of the regulation works, the modification

of the regulation trace might be carried out based on the regulation results. For example, some

spur dikes might be extended if the depth at the shoal reach is still inadequate.

Alignment of Regulation Trace and Arrangement of Regulation Structures

Alignment of Regulation Trace

The regulation structures will be arranged in line with the regulation trace. To minimize the attack
by the stream on regulation structures and to achieve a channel favorable for navigation, the
regulation trace should be aligned as a smooth series of bends with the flow directed from one
bend into the next downstream in such a way as to maintain a direction essenti~lly parallel to the
channel control line. There is usually a short straight crossing between the adverse bends. Its
length should not be longer than 3 times the width of the regulation trace. Straight reaches and
reaches of very flat curvature should be avoided because there would be a tendency for flows to
shift from side to side in such reaches. The value of the optimum bend radius is about that of the
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Fixed Points and Guiding Banks

One of the essential requirements in designing a system of regulation works is that construction
should start at stable, fixed point on the bank and continue downstream to another stable location
or to some point below which the stream can safely be left uncontrolled. Stiff banks, bluff banks
of the stable pools, or constructed revetment can be chosen as the guiding banks and fixed points
to support and guide the regulation trace. The construction of relatively short isolated stabilization
works has often been proved unsuccessful because eventual changes in the direction of flow
inherent in bank caving in the upstream uncontrolled reach will either set up a direct attack against
the isolated protective works and severely damage or destroy it or shift the attack to some another
nearby reach of the bank, requiring additional works and possible abandonment of the original
work.

Arrangement of Regulation Structures

Longitudinal dikes and revetments can be placed along the boundary lines of the regulation trace.
As for the spur dikes, they can be so placed as to extend out from the bank to reach the boundary
line of the regulation trace. In plain rivers, spur dikes can be aligned at right angles to the flow
or in a slightly upstream direction, and if necessary, downstream direction spur dikes from the
bank line may be adopted as well. For the pebble shoal in mountain rivers, it is advisable to adoptthe 

downstream direction spur dikes, or the L-Head dikes with the axis normal to ~e flow orpointing 
upstream from the bank line. "',;

Dike spacing is a function of the length of the adjacent dike upstream in a system, and is al~o
related to its location on the river reach. At the concave bank, the spacing is usually 1 to 2 times
the projection length (L) of the upper dike on the cross-section. At the convex bank the spacing
is 1.5 to 3 times L and at the crossing the spacing is 1.2 to 2.5 times L. 1ft-Head dikes are used,the 

spacing can be increased.

The dike crown elevation is determined by the regulation stage and it varies from river to river and
sometimes from reach to reach. On the Lower Xiangjiang River, the crown elevation ranges from
1.2 to 1.8 m above the LDNS. Rock-filled dikes on the Lower Ganjiang River have a crown
elevation about 1.5 m above the LDNS.

The crown of stone-filled dikes is usually sloped up from the river end oftne structure to the bank,
with a slope of 1: 100 to 1 :300, to reduce the velocities near the bank and to help force all flow intothe 

low-water channel. Sometimes the horizontal crown may be adopted to reduce the hydraulicresistance 
of the di~e to the flood flow if its length is very long.

In a dike system, the crown elevation of each successive dike downstream is sometimes set a little
lower than that of the adjacent upstream dike, generally in conformance with the slope of water-
surface profile at the regulation stage through the reach.
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Planning 

and Design Procedure of Channel Regulation Project for Navigation

Project planning of channel regulation for navigation addresses one or more problems or needs.
Alternative programs are developed to solve those problems, and designs, cost estimates, and
estimates of impacts and benefits are detailed. The best alternative is identified, and a specific
course of action is recommended. To determine the best solution to the problems, plans and
designs are formulated in a series of studies. As for problems of all types, there are usually a
number of alternative solutions that would meet the planning objectives to a greater or lesser
extent, producing various beneficial and adverse effects, and having a range of costs. To ensure
that the "best" solution (least cost, minimum adverse environmental impact, and most acceptable
to the public) is identified for planning, project planning is conducted in four phases (except for
small works or emergency conditions): prefeasibility study, engineering feasibility study,
preliminary design study, and construction drawing design study. Each successive phase is
conducted to a greater degree of refinement and is more detailed than prior studies. Model studies
of various types are usually required to develop better design for some important or complicatedprojects 

in post-authorization planning and design.

Prefeasibility Study

Initial studies are of preliminary nature, a reconnaissance of problems or needs and of possible
solutions, to determine whether or not a project which meets those needs would be economically
and environmental feasible. A prefeasibility study is essentially a very rough, small-scale
feasibility study, and the objective of the study is not to develop a solution, but rather to determine
if a more costly and detailed feasibility study is justified.

Engineering Feasibility Study

The purpose of an engineering feasibility study is to determine whether or not a project or program
should be implemented to meet identified objective. Problems and needs are determined in d~tail,
alternative solutions are developed, the effects of various alternatives are explored, and the project
or program which best meets the objectives in a least cost way is identified. Such a project must
also be environmentally and socially acceptable to the public.

Preliminary 

Design and Construction Drawing Design Studies

There are post-authorization planning studies for reviewing engineering feasibility studies and
updating them as necessary to ensure that the conclusions in the feasibility study are still valid atthe 

time of project authorization. Channel regulation works involve large expenditures and are
usually undertaken by central, provincial or local government agencies. A period of years usually
intervenes between the submittal of a feasibility report and authorization and funding for
construction. Conditions change with time, and therefore engineering studies, evaluation of
environmental and social effects, and project costs and benefits should be reviewed, refined, and
updated. The design studies serve as the basis for the preparation of plans and specifications for
construction.

Contents of Design Studies

Following post-authorization planning, detailed design studies are made and summarized inreports 
which serve as the basis for the preparation of plans and specifications needed to construct
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a 

project in an orderly manner. Design studies largely involve refining and detailing designsdeveloped 
in post-authorization planning. Their main contents are as follows:

Natural 

conditions of the shoal/rapids reach, such as general situation of the river reach,hydrographic 
charts, hydrology (water stages, discharges, current velocities and directions),

geology, sediment, meteorology (wind, fog, ice), and construction material explorations.

General situations of the shoal/rapids reach, such as its type and location, the state andcharacteristics 
of its obstruction against navigation.

Analysis 

of the changes of the reach and the cause of the obstruction in the navigation channel,based 
on which the principle of regulation measures will be proposed.

Channel regulation standards, such as the class of the waterway, the standard dimensions of the

navigation channel, determination of the LDNS on the shoal/rapids reach.

Channel 

regulation design, such as deciding the width of the regulation trace and the regulation
stage, aligning the regulation trace, arranging the regulation works, designing the regulation
structures, estimating the volume and costs of the regulation works.

Hydraulic 

calculation and physical modeling of the reach to be regulated. Through calculationof 
the water-surface profiles before and after construction, the effect of the channel regulationworks 

on the upper reach and the velocity variation along regulated channel can be estimated. A
large fall of water elevation at the entrance of the reach should be avoided in order to keep an
adequate depth of the upper reach; a sudden increase or decrease of the velocity alongtbe channel
should be avoided as well to prevent local scouring or deposition. Sometimes physical 'inodeling
of the reach to be regulated should be carried out if the shoal/rapids reach is complex and near an
important urban or industrial area, or the results in improving the navigation conditions'and the
effects of the regulation works on flood control, drainage and so on are hard to estimate "by
analytical and mathematical methods. Modifications in design are often necessary at the finalplanning 

stage.

Presenting various options of regulation alignment and measures, and proposing a best solutionbased 
on careful examination and comparison of those alternatives.

Construction facilities, procedures and schedules.

Economic analysis, which is an indicator of project feasibility to shown whether or not benefits
will be equal to or exceed costs if the project is constructed.

Environmental 

protection measures

Achievements 

in Channel Regulation for Navigation in China

In the past decade, numerous rivers have been regulated in China, such as the lJ1'per and MiddleYangtze 
River, the Grand Canal, the Huai River, the Hanjiang River, the Xiangjiang River, theGanjiang 
River, the Xijiang River, the reach from Fugu to Yumen of the Yellow River, and so on.

Through channel regulation, the dimensions of navigation channels have been enlarged, as shown
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in Table 2, the flow conditions have been improved, the class of waterway has been raised, andthe 
volume of maintenance work has been reduced.

Table 

2 Relative enlargement of dimensions through channel regulation for navigation

Navigation channel dimensions (per cen.!)-
Class D.~ Width

Before!:~g~latio~.After~g~lation.. Before
~g~l~tion

After~!!!~ti~~

>6

~6

100100

130-170
150-250

100100 150~180
200~250
-~-

Now various complex shoal/rapids, such as scattered shoals, torrent rapids with a flow velocity
up to 6 mis, can be regulated effectively, and the success rate has been raised due to the improved
physical and mathematical modeling, and the improved techniques of surveying and construction.

A "Technical Code of Regulation Works for Navigation Channels" has been formulated based on
more than 40 years' experiences in this field, and the code has been approved and issued by the
Ministry of Communications as guideline for channel regulation.

3.5 

Channel Regulation Case Study

Channel Regulation of Scattered Shoal Using Dikes

Problem Description. A wide and shallow river reach together with scattered change~le middle
and side bars creates the shoaling and hazardous problems. The Jinwatan shoal reach of the
Hanjiang River is shown in Figure 14(b). Its length is 3 kIn. There are two fixed points on thereach: 

the upper one on the right bank is Wubaoshan hill, and the lower one on the left bank isNianpanshan 
hill. The water-surface width of the channel at the medium flow was 400 m at the

upper point, 230 m at the lower point, and 2100 m at the middle of the reach.

Fig 14 Plan view of Jinwatan shoal reach in 1960 and 1978
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Under pre-project conditions, there were numerous changeable middle and side bars on the reach.
The navigation channel was shallow and narrow, and followed a series of curved path around the
bars, with a minimum depth of 0.9 m and minimum width of 15 m at the LDNS. The shoaling
period was as long as 116--236 days per year. Moreover, the navigation pattern was hazardous:
on the lower segment of the reach, the downbound vessels had to navigate facing the Nianpanshan
hill and then make an abrupt right turn with a turning radius less than 300 m in front of the hill,
where the rock reefs were scattered. That caused more than 50 accidents in 20 years. A
navigation aids station was set up on the hill to prevent the accident, and night navigation wasprohibited.

Analysis of the cause of obstruction to navigation.

Through a comparison of Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(b), it can be found that the reach was much
narrower, and the navigation condition in 1960 was much better than that in 1978. From 1960 to
1978, the channel width expanded from 800 m to 2100 m. A large hydropower project called
Danjiangkou, located 285 km upstream of the reach was completed in 1968. Since the upstream
flow discharged from the reservoir, which was free of sediment had a large sediment carrying
capacity, and the channel bank and bed of the reach were mainly made of fine sand with little
resistance to scouring, therefore the river bank receded and the channel width was expanded. Inthe 

wide channel of the reach, water was dispersed resulting in shallow depth and scattered side
and middle bars, and the flow was easy to wander due to lack of bank restraint, as shown in Figure
15. The middle and low flow traces did not coincide with the high flow trace, but make an angle
of 300 --60 0 , resulting in shoaling due to little scouring of the shallow area during the fallingperiod 

of high flow. Since the upstream flow was beyond control and the main cause of the
problem was the too-wide channel, a realistic way to improve the reach would be the rIfooification
of the boundary of the reach. Aligning a narrow, smooth regulation trace following a path of easybend, 

stabilizing and raising the side bars with regulation works to concentrate the middle, and low
flow into the trace would form a navigable channel at low flow stages.
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Fig 

15 Thalweg changes in the Jinwatan reach before channel regulation

Channel regulation Planning and Design

The 4th class channel for 500 DWT vessels is developed according to the river planning for
navigation.

The standard channel dimensions: The depth is 1.7 m, the bottom width 50 m, the smallest
turning radius 450 m, and the duration rate of navigable stage 95 per cent.
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The LDNS is taken as 43.94 m, and the regulation stage is 44.97 m, with the extra height being
1.03 m above the LDNS.

The width of the regulation trace is taken as 500 m. According to the cross-sectional data at
crossings of the nearby model reaches, the width ranging from 440 to 560 m corresponds to the
mean depth 2.8 to 4.0 m at the regulation stage. Subtracting the extra height of 1.03 m from the
mean depth, we have a depth of about 1.8 to 3.0 m at the LDNS. Thus, with the width of
regulation trace 500 m, the required navigable depth of 1.7 m can be expected.

Alignment of the regulation trace. The curvature radius of the regulation trace is taken as 1500
m, 3 times the trace width. The Wubaoshan and Nianpanshan hills are selected as the upper and
lower fixed points respectively, because they are stable and can guide the main flow. With their
support, the regulation trace can be aligned as shown in Figure 16.

~

Fig 16 The layout of channel regulation works on Jinwatan shoal reach

Arrangement of regulation structures. Some alternative types of dike were considered. Since
the stream bed of the reach is made of fine sand is easy to be eroded, the longitudinal dike along
the concave bank of the curved regulation trace is unstable due to scouring. Therefore the storie-
filled spur dike system has been adopted, whose arrangement is shown in Figure 16. In the dike
system, there are 3 dikes on the right bank but 6 dikes on the left bank because the left bank is
concave and subject to eroding; the river end of every dike touches the boundary of the regulation
trace except for dike No.6, which is to block up an undesirable pool. For the spur dike, the crown
width is 2 m, the side slope is 1: 1 for the upstream side and 1: 1.5 for the downstream side. The
longitudinal slope of the dike is 1 :230 to 1 :270.

Summary of results.

The spur dike system was constructed from late 1977 to early 1979. After the first flood (up to
10,700 m3 /s) in Sept. 1979, a navigable channel was formed within the range of regulation trace
as shown in Figure 17. It should be noted that the left side bar was cut off, and the dike fields

were filled with sediment. Since the middle and lower flow channel has been contracted,
stabilized, and coincided approximately with the high flow trace, the depth has been increased
from 0.9 to 2.0 m, and the width of the navigation channel reached 70 m at the LDNS. The

channel width at the outlet of the reach was increased, the hazardous flow pattern was eliminated,
the navigation channel being 100 m away from the Nianpanshan hill, and the navigation aids

station was withdrawn in 1980.
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Fig 17 Plan vie~ of" Jin~atan shoal reach after regulation

The project has gone through severe trials of many flood flows ovei~IO,OOO or even 20,000 m3/s
since it was completed, and the results of channel regulation are quite good. However, the local
scour around the spur dike is severe because the fine-sand stream bed is easy to be eroded, for
example, the local scour holes near the river end of the dikes on the left bank are as deep as 10m,
and that usually results in partial damage to the dikes. Therefore, annual maintenance work is
needed. The space between dike No.9 and dike No.II was too large, leading to the flow running
into there and threatening the s,afety of the dikes. An additional dike has been built to strengthen
the dike system and the result is satisfactory.

4. 

Navigation Lock Technology

4.1 Introduction

A navigation lock is a kind of hydraulic structure used by vessels to overcome the fafts in a river,canal 
or at the place where the inland waterway connects with the sea. The locks provide theme~s 
by which ves~els are raised or lowered from one pool to the next. There are more ,than 800

locks in China. Mbst of them are of a small size and have been built at hydro-junctions and the
rest on canals since 1950' s. But there are also some medium and large size locks: 10 locks of a
size of230x20x(4~5) m were built on the Subei reach of the Grand Canal in 1950's, 9 locks of
a size of230x23x5 m on Subei Canal in 1980's, and the No.2 &No.llocks with a lift of 27m and
a size of280x34x5 m, which are two of the largest inland locks in the world, were built at the
Gezhouba dam on the Yangtze River in China in 1970-1980's. All these locks were designed and
constructed by the Chinese themselves. The operation is satisfactory and the technology has
reached the wor1d advanced level in this field. In practice, we have obtained some experiences.
The following is an introduction to them.

4.2 General Planning

Effective 

Length of Lock Chamber

The 

effective length of lock chamber may be decided by:

Lx = Lc + Lf

where: 

Lx -effective length of lock chamber (m);
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Lc 

-length of fleet (m)
4- allowance of length (m).

(Push tow: Lf ~ 2 m +0.06 Lc, pull-tow: Lf ~2 m+0.03Lc; Non-engine vessel: Lf ~2 m)

Effective Width of Chamber

The 

effective width of chamber may be decided by:

Bx = I,bc + bf

where:

I,bc -total width of fleets of lockage (m)
bf -allowance of width (m)

when bc $ 10m,bf~ 1.0m;
when bc> 10 m, bf ~ 0.5+0.4[bc

Water Depth over Sill

The 

water depth over sill should be:

HIT ~

5where: 

H -water depth over sill (m)
T -maximum draft of loaded fleet (m)

Classification of Locks

Locks 

may be classified by lift as follows:

when lift ~ 20 m20 
m ~ lift ~ 40 mlift> 

40 m

single chamber lock
single or two chamber locktwo 

or multiple chamber lock

There are about 720 locks with a lift less then 15 m of 740 existing locks in China, so most of
them are single chamber locks, only a few are two chamber ones, such as Lock Xijin, and there
is no multiple chamber lock; however, the five-chamber Three Gorges lock is now underconstruction.

4.3 

General Layout

Selection of Lock Site

The site of a hydro-junction with navigation need should be selected on a straight reach of a river.
The lock site may be selected together with other sites such as the sites of weir, sluice, power
station, etc. within the river channel. This concentrated layout of the structures may shorten the
axis length of the dam, and that is reasonable and economical. The lock should be located at river
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backwards 

with a straight distance from the upstream to the downstream. A guiding wall shouldbe 
set between the lock and other structures. The lock should not be set between the sluice andthe 
power station so that the flow will not affect navigation (Figure 18).

If 

a hydro-junction site has to be selected on a bend reach due to geomorphologic conditions andthe 
straight length is not enough for the lock, the lock may be located on the bank land of the river

(straight section) (Figure 19), so that convenient navigation can be achieved though there wouldbe 
more volume of works.
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18 General layout of Gezhouba hydro-junction

/

-

Fig 19 Lock Guiping locatcd on right bank

In any case, the upper and lower approach channels of the lock should be connected smoothly or
at an angle < 25 0 with the main stream of the river. The entrance of the approach channel should

not be set in a deposition area, the current velocity in the entrance area may be controlled as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Maximum current velocity(m/s) at approach channel entrance

lock class
I-IV
V-VII

~itudinal velocityj eaaying current velocitylateral veI9~i!Y

~ 

2.0
~ 1.5

~ 

0.3~ 
0.25

~ 

0.4

It is necessary to carry out a model test for deciding the site of an important lock.
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Layout of Approach Channel

The layout of an approach channel may be divided into three types as shown in Figure 20. (a.
asymmetric, b. symmetric, c. asymmetric)

The layout of the guide wall and berth structures are shown in Figure 21

-41

berth

Fig 21 Layout of guide walls and berth

Dimensions of Approach Channel

Length

Tpe length of the approach channel is shown in Figure 22.

Guiding section L) ~ Lc
Turning section L2 ~ (1.5-2.0) Lc
Berthing section L3 ~ Lc

where: 

Lc -total length of fleet

The total length of the straight section of the approach channel: L = L\rL2+L3

b)

~;:;'-T::.~ ~-;I~~1
to'!

I.-I' -I' I,. I I, 1 "("'-

~ I. -I
Fig. 22 Dimension or approach channel
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Width

The width of the approach channel of a single lane: Bo .? bc + bcl + bc2 + 2~b(see Figure 22), for
two locks sharing one approach channel in the detennination of the width, two situations should
be considered (see Figure 23):

gu:i.de wall berth

Guide waJ.J.

gUide waJ.J. berth

Figure 23 (a) shows that one lock is a two way lock and another lock is a one-way lock, thus,
width Bo .? bc + bcI + bc' +3/lb; Figure 23 (b) shows two lanes thus width Bo ~ bc +bcl + bc' + bc2
+ 3 /lb. But in fact, the upper and lower approach channel of the two locks may have respectively
a common channel and a separate one as shown in Figure 24.

""'2:~~""" ,,,,---~/

Fig 24 Approach channel of adjacent locks (Shaobo Lock)

Water Depth

The minimum water depth of an approach channel should be:

HoIT~ 1.4~1.5

where: 

Ho -
T -

water depth of approach channel, at lowest navigable water level (m);
maximum draft of loaded fleet (vessel) (m).

4.4 Filling and Emptying System

Classification

There are two types of filling system: concentrated filling system and decentralized filling system,
which may be classified by m as follows:
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m = T/ H

where: T -filling time (s)
H -water level range (m)
when m > 3.5, a concentrated filling system is adopted
when m < 2.5, a decentralized filling system is adopted, and
when m = 2.5 -3.5, the filling system should be determined through study.

It is necessary to make a model test for verifying a design of the filling system except for the lock
with very low lift.

Concentrated Filling System

The concentrated filling system including energy dissipator is to be set inside the lock head and
the neighboring chamber section, and a nearby calm section of chamber needs 6 ~ 10m. A length

of 10m is adopted for the second line lock of Subei Canal. The concentrated filling system may
be subdivided into two types:

Using Gate for Filling

~

The seam between the triangular gates may be used for filling, such as practiced at Lock Jianbi
and Lock Jiangin, but this is only suitable for a m~an velocity of chamber cross section V < 0.25

m/s and water level range H < 4 m. For flat gates and tainter gates, filling is done under the gate
when it is raised or over the gate when it is lowered, but this is only suitable for a high sill and
water level range < 10m, (See Figure 25 and Figure 26), "',
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Figure 27 shows another type of setting with some small valves on the holes through the flat gate
for filling. Generally, the valves should not be < 4 and the water depth over the valve top should
not be < 1.0 m. If there is no energy dissipator, the water level range should be controlled within
2.0 m and the mean cross-sectional velocity of chamber V < 0.25 m/s.

Fig 27 Valve in gate filling system
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Filling by Short Culvert

The maximum average current velocity at the culvert inlet should not be more than 4.0 mis, i.e.
V m ~ 4.0 mis, the submerged depth of the culvert inlet should be H> 1.2 V m2/2g (g -acceleration
of gravity) and the submerged depth of the culvert outlet H = 0.5-2.0 m. The area of the inlet

section of the culvert should be 1.2-1.6 times the area of the valve section. The average radius
of the bend section of the culvert inlet ~ >(O.9-1.0)bm (bm--average width of culvert bendsection) (See Figure 28 and Figure 29). '

~;SZJO'IO

~~ '/

m:~-""'"

1I 
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Fig 29 Upper head of lock Siyang

This short culvert filling system is adopted for the locks with a lift of 3~ 7 m on SuBei Canal.
Since the first line locks were put in operation in 1950's and 1960's, some experiences have been
obtained, thus in the filling system of the 2nd line locks some improvements are made without
model tests. This type of filling system has been in a fine performance since its operation.

Decentralized 

Filling System

The decentralized filling system may be divided into three types. Figure 30 shows a sidewall port
filling system. This type of filling system has been adopted at Lock Guiping on the Xijiang River
in China, which has a lift of 10m and has operated since 1991.

~

Fig. 30 Sketch of sidewall port filling system

Figure 

31 shows a bottom port filling system.
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Fig. 31 Sketch of bottom port filling system

The 

third is the sidewall culvert and bottom longitudinal and lateral filling system, as used in LockNo.2 
of Gezhouba. The design and model test of the filling system for Lock No.2 ofcGezhoubaand 

Lock Guipipg are successful. The water surface in the chamber is clam when filling is done.

In designing this kind of filling, the following aspects should be considered:

a) The port section should be symmetrical about the center of the chamber area;

b) The valve section should be below the minimum navigable level and with a certain submergeddepth;

c) The main culvert area may be 1.3 times the area of the value section;

d) The section with side wall ports or bottom ports should be set in the central part of the chamber,
the length of which should be Yz to 2/3 of the chamber length.

Generally, it is necessary to make hydraulic calculation and model test for deciding the
arrangement of the culvert and port.

4.5 Structure

General Principle

The hydraulic structures ofa lock include lock head, chamber, guide wall, berth (dolphin), etc.
The following regulations have been formulated for design.

Classification The structures may be classified as indicated in Table 4.

Safety In order to ensure the safety of the structures, the following items should be checked
against various operation situations.

a) The stability of structures includes the stability against overturning, sliding and floating (see
Table 5 and Table 6).
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Table 4 Classification of Structures

Structure Class
Lock Class Permanent

TemporalLock Head, Chamber Guide Wall, Dolphin
1
2
3
4

3
3
4
5

4
4
5

I

11,111

IV,VVI, 
VII

The safety factor of stability against floating Kf ~ 1.1 (structure classes 1 and 2), or
(structure classes 3,4, and 5)

Kf~ 

1.05

Table 5 Safety factor of stability against sliding Kc

Class
FoJludatlon

Composed force

1

2,3 4

Rock
:?: 1.10

:?:1.05

:?:1.05

:?:1.00

Soil
;?:1.4

;?: 1.3

;?: 1.3

;?:1.2

Rock
~1.05
~1.00
~1.00
~1.00

Soil

~1.3
~1.2
~1.2
~1.1

Rock

21.05
21.00
21.00
21.00

Soil

~1.20
~1.10
~1.10
~1.05

Essential

.(!L.0-ill

!:?)-

Special

Table 

6 Safety factor of stability against overturning Ko

Class 2,3 4,5Composed force

ill@

ill
{~)

~1.6
~1.5
~ 1.5
~ 1.4

~1.5

~1.4

~1.4

~ 1.3

~ 1.4
~ 1.3
21.3
21.2

Essential

Special

b) Bearing capacity and settlement of foundation

c) Permeability

d) Stability of slope

e) Structural strength and crack limit

Lock Head

The 

outline dimensions of the lock head may be decided by the factors of the filling system, gate,valve 
and operating machinery as well as foundation conditions. The structure may be divided intotwo 

types -integral and separated. The structure materials are concrete or reinforced concrete.
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Integral Structure Type

Generally, 

the integral structure of lock head is adopted on soil foundations. The locks along theGrand 
Canal are of this type wi!h a flat bottom (see Figure 32), while an inverted arch bottom isadopted 

at Lock Shaobo, the calculation diagram of which is shown in Figure 33. The latter has
some advantages, such as improved hydraulic condition, decreased concrete temperature stress,less 

work volume (about 40% less) and less investment (43% less).

Fig. 

33 Calculation diagram of inverted arch bottom

However, 

there is also an integral lock head on the rock foundation (see Figure 34).

Figure 

34 Lower lock head of Lock No.2 at Gezhouba

From the angle of the forces acting on a lock head, the structure is oftri-dimensions. Usually, the
calculation is simplified as for a beam on an elastic foundation of two dimensions, but in the
design of the lower head of Lock No.2 of Gezhouba, since it has a very large size, finite element
calculation and 3-D structural model tests were made besides normal calculations.

The method of integral concrete cast was used for the lock head bottom of the I st-line locks on
Subei Canal. Same cracks in the flow direction on the top of the bottom plate were found, which
may have been caused by temperature stress.

Because the lock head bottom plate has a very large area, a better method is to diyide the bottom
.,-

plate Into three or more blocks for concrete cast to reduce temperature stress. This method has
been adopted for the 2nd-line locks ofSubei Canal and Gezhouba Lock No.2 (see Figure 34), thus
cracking has been decreased or avoided.
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Separated Structure

Usually, 

a separated lock head may be adopted on a rock foundation except for very weak and softrock. 
The upper head of lock No.2 and Lock No.1 and No.3 at Gezhouba and the head of lock

Guiping are of this type. In Figure 35 the lock head is connected with the center bottom plate by
a subsidence seam keeping the stability by themselves.

Fig 35 Separated upper head of lock No2 at Gezhouba

Lock chamber

The lock chamber consists of two side walls and one interjacent bottom plate. There are many
structure types. Some typical types are shown as follows. Figure 36 shows the types of lock
chamber on the soil foundation; the bottom between two side walls may be permeable or an
inverted arch structure.

.'

~
c)1

.

1==~~~~J-d-I

Fig 36 Sketch of" chamber

Figure 37 shows the types of chamber on the rock foundation. The interj acent bottom is made of
permeable materials or the bottom plate is saved if the rock is very hard, such as the case of Lock

Guiping (See Figure 38).

b)

Sketch of chamber structure on rock foundationFig 37 Fig 38 Lock chamber of Guiping without a bottom plate
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If the rock is liable to erosion, a concrete bottom plate should be made connected with side walls
by a seam where drainage works are placed (see Figure 39).

Fig. 39 Drainage works inside a seam

The integral structure of chamber is only adopted in such conditions as very high lift and weak
foundation; for example, this structure has been adopted for the chamber of Lock Suqian which
is located at region of earthquake intensity of 70- 90 and where the soil foundation is soft. As for
the materials, usually reinforced concrete is used in China, while concrete or cement -rubble
masonry is used for gravity walls. Steel sheet piles are seldom used in China.

Guide Wall and Berthing Structure

The fixed structure is generally used for the guide wall and berthing structure at th~i 0 locks on
Subei Canal. The guide wall and berth consist of concrete or cement -rubble masonry gravity
structures and dolphins at an interval of 15 to 20 m, and a working bridge may be set between two
dolphins. The floating structure may be adopted in a deep water region or a region where the
range of water level variation is large.

4.6 Equipment

Lock Gate and Valve

The gates and valves may be classified according to their working conditions: working gate,
repairing gate, emergency gate and valve, slide gate, triangle gate, taihter gate, floating gate, flat
valve and negative tainter valve. In China, most lock gates are miter gates, such as the gate of the
3 locks at Gezhouba, the lock gates on the Xijiang River and the Grand Canal. This kind of gate
is convenient to operate. Only a few locks with both positive and negative direction lifts have
tainter gates or slide gates such as Lock Shiqiao. Most valves are flat valves; only the valves of
the three locks at Gezhouba are negative tainter valves.

Operating Machinery

The operating machinery of the 1 st line locks on Subei Canal, which were built in early 1960's
were drum winches. The experiences of more than 20 years indicate that the tightness of two steel
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wire ropes is often unequal, resulting in unsteady operation and easy breaking. The steel wire
ropes need to be replaced 2~4 times a year. Hydraulic machinery have been adopted for the 2nd-
line locks on the Grand Canal in which some improvements have been made, above-mentioned
troubles have been eliminated. The miter gates of Gezhouba locks are operated by a four-bar
linkage, while the valves by hydraulic machinery .

Electrical System

Operating gates and valves of large and medium size locks in China are controlled by automatic
electrical systems in which the automatic sequential control is dominant and both centralized
individual control and local manual control are added.
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